
Data can be your most powerful asset, but only if your team can harness its value reliably, and at scale. 

Organizations that maintain complex IT environments face stiff challenges when it comes to understanding 

and leveraging data. Rocket Data Intelligence removes the barriers preventing your organization from utilizing 

its critical data assets through a self-service data platform built on automation that spans cloud, distributed, 

and mainframe platforms. 
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Rocket® Data 
Intelligence

Empower every user, regardless 
of their background in data

Benefits/Features

Remove black boxes 
Map your landscape with a solution that supports 
more technology connections than any other vendor 
on the market. 

Expose business value 
Consolidate your technical landscape view with 
business context to easily explore your information 
supply chain.

Understand your data ecosystem 
Gain granular insight into changes to your data 
ecosystem over time. Capture the data change delta 
to gain accurate before-and-after comparisons of 
your production environment.

Drive data trust 
Connect data and insights to eliminate disparate 
databases that raise compliance concerns, impose 
financial burdens, and create data confidence 
hurdles. 

Drive data transparency 
Facilitate a consolidated, single source of truth to 
combine, organize, and make data accessible to all 
users and applications across the enterprise.

Advance modern data strategies 
Build a sustainable data management foundation 
to support critical decision-making and advance 
modern data strategies, including analytics, AI, and 
enhanced customer experiences.

https://www.rocketsoftware.com


What our 
customers have 
to say

We need to trust our data to make informed, 
strategic decisions, which means we need to 
be able to find it, understand it, and know it’s 
accurate. This project in partnership with Rocket 
has helped us establish that trust in our data.”
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HOUR MAPPING PROJECT 
COMPLETED IN SECONDS

100
HOUR SSIS ANALYSIS 
COMPLETED UNDER AN HOUR

344
REDUCTION IN DATA 
BLOAT

97%
WEEK REDUCTION IN 
COMPLIANCE PROCESSES

3-4

Why partner with Rocket Software?

Empower your business to modernize with data.

Visit RocketSoftware.com
Book a demo

Advance data democratization with a solution that turns every user into a data expert

Automated metadata scanning 
Quickly and seamlessly discover your 
assets and set the foundation of your data 
inventory.

Robust impact analysis 
Modify data and data flows without the 
risk of creating unintended downstream 
consequences.

Robust version management  
View and compare ongoing metadata 
interpretations with point-in-time snapshot 
capabilities.

Expedited problem resolution  
Utilize search filters, accessible business 
and technical context, and seamless lineage 
navigation to quickly isolate data anomalies.

Unrivaled data lineage 
Trace critical data elements efficiently and at 
scale to discover, govern, create, and share a 
common data vocabulary.

Enhanced UI suite 
Drive greater productivity and collaboration 
across the organization.

https://www.facebook.com/RocketSoftwareInc
https://www.linkedin.com/company/rocket-software/?originalSubdomain=ca
https://twitter.com/Rocket
https://www.youtube.com/c/Rocketsoftware-rs
https://www.rocketsoftware.com
http://https://www.rocketsoftware.com
https://www.rocketsoftware.com/products/rocket-data-intelligence/request-demo

